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CyberVista Resolve
BOARD AND EXECUTIVE CYBER RISK PROGRAMS



Today’s cyber-insecure environment requires boards and 
executives to think critically about the significant cyber issues 
facing their organizations. At CyberVista, we understand the 
unique roles, viewpoints, and responsibilities of boards, executives, 
and corporate leadership. Cyber risk, when understood, evaluated, 
and aligned with your leadership role, can be mitigated as part of 
an organization’s broader enterprise risk management program.

+ Actionable
Every participant leaves our Resolve 

programs with actionable takeaways 

that articulate the organization’s 

greatest cyber risks, its overall risk 

tolerance, and associated controls. 

+ Customizable
Our programs can be customized to 

address your organization’s cyber risk 

issues. Resolve seminars are designed 

to be specific to the respective roles 

that board and executive leaders fulfill. 

+ Confidential
Our programs can be delivered on-site 

at a location of your choosing. Any 

specific information regarding  

your organization can be addressed 

directly and with discretion. 

+ Flexible
Our programs are designed to fit into 

your busy schedule. Resolve training 

programs can be delivered in-person at 

a place of your choosing, or completed 

online to maximize convenience.  
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CyberVista Resolve
BOARD AND EXECUTIVE CYBER RISK PROGRAMS

+ Prepare and Empower

• EARN YOUR CERTIFICATE: Demonstrate your ability to manage cyber risk by earning 
our certificate in cyber risk governance.

• PROTECT YOUR BOTTOM-LINE: Avoid being blindsided by financial losses associated 
with cyber incidents.

• EXUDE CONFIDENCE: Let your peers, shareholders, employees, know that you have 
the knowledge to confidently manage cyber risk. 

• STAY COMPLIANT: Implement our best practices and recommendations.
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Cyber Risk Seminar: On-Site 
CyberVista Resolve

In-Person Seminars for Boards and Executives
This executive-focused program provides senior leadership with 
the knowledge necessary to understand, monitor, and manage 
cyber risk as well as help meet compliance requirements. The 
content of CyberVista’s Resolve seminars is aligned with the 
Factor Analysis of Information Risk (FAIR) methodology and uses 
our Cyber Governance Framework and curriculum to build-upon 
the foundational elements needed to measure, manage, and 
report on cyber risk from a business perspective.

We incorporate case studies and examples to contextualize 
specific learning points, and provide a comprehensive cyber risk 
manual that contains key questions, actionable tools, and content 
specifically focused on an executive audience.

+ Cyber Governance Framework
Our Cyber Governance Framework provides a structured 
approach for senior leaders to view and manage cyber risk. 
Our framework is the amalgamation of familiar enterprise risk 
management processes and the National Institute of Science & 
Technology’s Cyber Security Framework (NIST-CSF). Our approach 
simplifies cyber risk concepts across three main units: Prepare, 
Monitor, and React. Our training is deliberately sequenced in a 
manner that scaffolds the learning process, making cyber risk 
issues easier to comprehend, govern, and manage.

What’s Included:
+ On-Site Features: 
• 1.5 – 3 hours in length
• Includes CyberVista Resolve workbook
• Key questions & recommended actions
• Incorporates case studies, role specific guidance,  

and dynamic exercises
• Covers 25+ topic areas
• Customized to your organization by aligning your  

specific cybersecurity policies, controls, and strategy  
into the training

PREPARE / Assess Cyber Risk: We provide engaging content that 
helps leadership identify relevant cyber risk scenarios and measure 
the amount of risk associated with each.

MONITOR / Maintain Cybersecurity Controls: This unit empowers 
senior leaders to implement effective controls that help manage 
cyber risk across people, process, technology, and environment. 

 REACT / Respond to a Crisis: By centrally focusing decisions 
around enterprise risk themes and actions, this unit acts as a 
construct when navigating and planning for management of a 
cybersecurity crisis from the executive perspective.
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Cyber Risk Seminar: On-Demand
CyberVista Resolve

We have adapted our Cyber Risk Seminar on-site product into a 
flexible, online course designed to work around your busy schedule. 
Like the on-site program, this program provides senior leadership 
with the knowledge necessary to understand, monitor, and 
manage cyber risk as well as help meet compliance requirements. 

The on-demand program is hosted in an intelligent learning 
management system that is fully accessible on mobile and 
desktop. The system tracks your progress and tests your knowledge 
to ensure that you complete with the perspective and knowledge 
you need to make the right cyber risk decisions.

Digital Seminars for Boards and Executives

CyberVista Resolve Learning 
Management System

CyberVista Resolve  
Mobile Experience

What’s Included:
+ On-Demand Features: 
• Modular, bite-sized learning in high-quality  

video format
• 25+ key cyber risk topics
• Downloadable content including worksheets,  

case studies, and lesson materials 
• Subject matter expert interviews
• Certificate of completion
• Cyber risk glossary of terms
• Annual subscription, including CyberVista’s 

Monthly Executive Cyber Briefing 
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Cyber Risk Deep-Dives
CyberVista Resolve

CyberVista’s Resolve Cybersecurity Deep-Dives are highly 
customized, in-depth, and topic-specific training sessions 
for corporate leaders. These sessions are designed in concert 
with key stakeholders within your organization and focus on a 
deep-dive examination of a single cybersecurity related topic, 
applying each topic back to the organization in a relevant and 
meaningful way. 

This program leverages relevant case studies, examples, and 
narrative to facilitate interactive dialogue among executive team 
and board members. Ultimate takeaways include recommended 
actions to address the topic area within your organization. 

CyberVista offers 25+ topics from which to choose and we will 
work with a designated point of contact to select topics most 
pertinent to your organization.

• The Value of Data

•  The Deep & Dark Web

•  Industry Specific Threats

•  Cyber Threat Actors

•  Assessing Crown Jewels

•  Evaluating Cyber Attack Surfaces

•  Third Party Risk

•  M&A/Divestiture/JV Risk

•  Human Risk & Social Engineering

•  Cyber Risk Implications 

•  Reducing Cyber Impact

•  Creating a Culture of Cybersecurity

•  Establishing Cybersecurity Leadership

•  Developing a Cybersecurity Workforce

•  Developing a Cyber Aware Organization

•  Cyber Risk Scorecards/Dashboards

•  Establishing Effective Response Plans

•  Cybersecurity Auditing/Benchmarking

•  Cyber Insurance

•  Cybersecurity Technology

•  Monitoring Threat Environments

•  Information Sharing

•  Legal & Regulatory Environment

•  Crisis Roles & Responsibilities 

•  Dealing with Stakeholders

•  Managing Risk Implications

+ Deep-Dive Executive Cyber Session Topics

In-Person Executive Cyber Sessions
What’s Included:

+ On-Site Features: 
• Available on-site at a location of your choosing
• 1 – 1.5 hours
• Deep examination of a topic: 25+ to choose from
• Incorporates tailored case studies, role  

specific guidance, and dynamic exercises 

Are you interested in a topic that is not listed?  
Ask us about it. We will work with you to ensure you 
 receive training on the topic areas you care about most. 

Contact us at resolve@cybervista.net
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Cybersecurity Awareness
CyberVista Resolve

CyberVista’s Resolve Cybersecurity Awareness Training Program 
provides organizations with the means to promote a positive 
culture of cyber resilience by increasing employee awareness 
around common and/or specific cybersecurity issues. Choose an 
in-person more customized solution, online training, or both— 
whatever suits your organization.

+ Topics include:
• Types of cyber threats
• Common tactics (social engineering, business email 

compromise, wire fraud transfer requests, malvertising)
• Email, Web, and Mobile Security
• Data protection
• Authentication (passwords, multi-factor, etc.)
• Best practices for personal and professional digital hygiene
• Taking action during an incident

Through customizable training, your organization can shape 
the types of topics presented to your employees on an annual, 
bi-annual, or quarterly basis. Let us partner with you to identify 
specific areas of risk that you want emphasized across the 
enterprise or for specific teams.

What’s Included:
+ On-Site Features: 
• 1 – 1.5 hours in-person
• Delivered by expert facilitators
• Dynamic and engaging

+ Online Training 
Cybersecurity training no longer has to be boring. CyberVista, 
powered by Ataata, offers a fast-paced and engaging online 
cyber awareness training program. Written and directed by TV 
industry veterans, we use comedic video “episodes” to reinforce 
cybersecurity best practices. We also deploy a customizable 
dashboard so administrators have full control and insight across 
the training program.

Powered By:

In-Person or Online Cybersecurity Awareness 

What’s Included:
+ Online Features: 
• One video assigned per month with average completion 

time of 3 minutes 
• Accessible on any device & supports multiple languages
• Actionable and intuitive training program dashboard
• Industry comparisons

Additional Enhancements Include:
• Custom content for specific corporate messaging  

or materials
• Integrated phishing testing

Nearly 90% of all  
incidents stemmed 

from some type  
of human error 

 or behavior.
Source: Willis Towers Watson, 2017
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Practice What They Breach™
CyberVista Resolve

Can you verify that your senior leadership is ready to respond to a
cyber breach? CyberVista delivers an interactive cyber breach 
tabletop exercise designed to test senior leadership’s ability 
to make instantaneous decisions based on limited real-time 
information and highlights the pervasive impacts a cyber incident 
can have across the entire enterprise.

Following the exercise, senior leaders will better understand 
their roles and responsibilities and appreciate the need for a 
comprehensive incident response plan.

In-Person, Interactive Cyber Crisis Exercise

$2.1 trillion: the cost of data  
breaches globally by 2019

Source: Juniper Research, 2015

What’s Included:
+ On-Site Features: 
• 1.5 – 2 hours
• Role-based, in-person cyber breach simulation,  

focused on the  C-suite and/or board of directors
• Tailored to market vertical or industry  

(exercise scenario can be further tailored to  
the organization upon request)

• Fast-paced and dynamic


